
Unlitled. 1992 (oil on canvas). 

RODOLFO MORALES 

The Nostalgic Company of Loneliness1 

Antonio Rodríguez* 

The silence of Morales' characters 

depicted in groups are reminiscent of those mystical conversations 

about religious art in which no one speaks to anyone else. 
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Untitled, 1992-1993 (oíl on canvas). 

Sometimes we get the impression that Morales marks 

what he does not show, what he hides, with a sign 

contrary to what he wants to express. 



Ai 
first glance, few artists are as sim

ple and straightforward as Rodolfo 

. Morales. Everyt:hing in his work is 

clear and open; it ali goes in through the 

eyes effortlessly: women, plazas, hamlets, 

trains, facades, public buildings, churches, 

flags, dogs, musical instruments. 

His painting also looks so spontaneous. 

The colors of his palette are so natural 

and his forms so far from classical per

fection that it is not at ali difficult (for 

sorne at least) to think of him as an inno

cent or populist painter, who takes from 

his native Oaxaca (or from Russia or 

Spain) what among common people are 

"fiesta," "happiness," "revelry," and "color," 

"lots of color." 

For us, on the contrary, the more we penetrate his work, the harder it is to read, the more 

complex and full of mysteries it seems to both our reason and our senses. Everything in him 

is, of course, "simple," if we take no note of the paradoxes that this simplicity brings with it. 

The plazas, by nature the proper places for encounters, are almost always depicted 

empty, empty, at least, of human beings . 

His women, frequently dressed as brides, wait eternally and in vain for the yearned-for 

husband to appear. Sometimes, the silence of Morales' characters depicted in groups are 

reminiscent of those mystical conversations about religious art in which no one speaks to 

anyone else. 

His trains, a symbol of movement, that shorten distances and take man from one world 

to another, are always stationary, even when the locomotives spew smoke. The music that 

his oft-portrayed instruments suggest is never heard, and what outwardly has the trappings 

of joy fills us with melancholy. 

The very color, so seemingly "fes tive," bears within a grave, austere harmony, as though 

it were a nocturnal color fooling itself with promises of sun. 

Sometimes we get the impression that Morales marks with a sign contrary to what he 

wants to express what he does not show, what he hides. 

His empty plazas negate themselves; his groups of silent figures only affirm the nostalgic 

company of loneliness. Even in the few scenes in which his women speak or try to speak, 

conversation is impossible because they are ali absent, immersed in loneliness, even though 

present, beca use in Mor~les' work, everyt:hing is vain waiting, an arrival that never comes, Ion e-

* Mexican art critic. 
Photographs reprinted courtesy of the Art Gallery of Oaxaca. 
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Untitled , 1993 (oil on canvas) . 
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Untitled, 1992 (oil on canvas). 
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liness that never ebbs: loneliness, 

in short, which everyone ends up get

ting used to. 

It would serve little purpose to 

use the word "surrealism" for what 

in this work seems voluntary or 

undesired incongruence: trains that 

fly; airplanes stopped in mid-air; seats 

placed, complete with occupants, 

in the air. More than the incongru

ence of a waking dream, the "absur

dities" of the formal representation 

so frequent in his work present us, 

certainly, with a desire to rebuild 

everything, under the influence of 

an artistic will that is free only in 

the exercise of creation. 

This is the only way we can 

explain that Morales inverts reality 

by placing - in a multifaceted 

ambiguity- a landscape going in 

and out of the room, turning the 

countryside into a painted wall and 

the painted wall into a screen of 

illusions, the walls into mountains 

and the roofs into the foundations 

of an imaginary, uninhabited city. 

Scrutinized with a certain super

ficiality, Morales' work is similar in 

its apparent clumsiness to naive 

painting. He changes the proportions; he creates in a single painting three or four different 

perspectives with separate vanishing points; he distorts architecture. There is no ingenu

ousness in this, however, but rather the disdain that imaginative artists of the people have 

for "perfection" (almost always cold , almost always inert), while favori ng emotional earth 

quakes. Perhaps for this ve1y reason the artist, so closely in contact in his childhood with 

folk art, with crooked domes, ,,vith twisted altars , <loes not shy from following his own aes 

thetic conviction and breaking the rules of harmony with dissonant notes that, since they 

cause surprise and discomposure, arouse paroxysm and emotion. 

His pencil sketches are extraordinarily fin e, very often without chiaroscuro, pure lines. 

Clearly it is in this field where the artist trains with utmost rigor for the unrestricted fli ghts 

of his imagination. Once in the picture, he allows the drawing to take the course that fan-
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New Life. 1991 (oll on canvas). 
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RODOLFO MORALES 

Born in Ocotlán de n lorclos in the state of Oaxaca, May 8. 1925, Rodolfo Morales went to lcxico Cit} al 

the age of 23 to st udy at the San Carlos Acaderny. Frorn 1953 lo 1985, he taught drawing in a \ le,ico Cit) 

high schooL An untiring traveler, he ,~sited Europe, Latín Arnerica and the Unitcd tates. 

Al a 1965 posada or pre-Chirstmas party, in the home of sculptor Geles Cabrera, Morales' collages were 

used as clecorations. Celes, excitecl by the work, proposed a Lraclc: one of his sculptures in c,, change for ,1 

¡\ (orales camas. This kind of recognilion was the stimulus lornles needccl lo decide lO cledicate himsclf 

fully to painling. 

Rufino Tama)O ''discovered" him at his first exhibition. Aftcr that he had a series of sho" ings in Europc, 

the Unitcd States and, of coursc, lvlcxico. In May 1998, Rodolfo forales paintcd a mural Íor the l\ lc,ico 

City subway line Fine Arts Palacc slation, cntitled France T/1ro11gh Me.xican Eyes nnd inauguratcd by French 

President Jacqucs Chirac. 

Today. as a sort of repayment to his native Oaxaca. he contributes the proceeds of his \\Ork to the Rodolfo 

~ lora les Cultural Foundation, the aim of which is to fosler Oaxaca's cultural values and suppon young peo

ple from Ocotlán in their studies. 

White Flowers, 1990 (oil on canvas). 




